Exporting Advanced Nuclear
Navigating 8 Agencies & 25 Offices

Jake Kincer & Sagatom Saha

1. Concept
   - Research & Development

2. IAM
   - Certification
   - DOE Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
     - NRC is responsible for certifying all nuclear reactor designs for use in the United States
   - DOE Office of International Affairs
     - Leads bilateral and multilateral partnerships

3. Expert
   - Export Licensing
     - DOE Office of Nuclear Energy
       - Core technical expertise
   - Export Support
     - DOE Office of Energy and Environmental Industries
       - Hosts trade advisory committee, leads MNTP (Multilateral Nuclear Trade Partnership, or official advocacy, promotes commercial diplomacy on nuclear issues
   - Technical Expertise
     - DOE Office of Nuclear Energy
       - Care technical expertise

4. Marketing
   - Commercial Diplomacy
     - DOE Office of International Affairs
       - Oversees international partnerships
   - DOE Office of Energy and Environmental Industries
     - Hosts trade advisory committee, leads MNTP (Multilateral Nuclear Trade Partnership, or official advocacy, promotes commercial diplomacy on nuclear issues
   - State Dept INS Nuclear Competitiveness Team
     - Policy lead for FIRST/WECAN/NEXT
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